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“The value of effective project management to an organisation is not simply in
the delivery of a single project, successful or not. The value is in the
development of the organisation's capability in the elds of: Governance,
Leadership, Teamwork and organisational efciency.
Once project management has become part of the culture of an organisation,
the organisation becomes more adapted to understanding that modern work
life is a series of self-managed tasks. These need to be completed in accordance
with the project management philosophy of the Triple Constraint (On Time; To
Agreed Cost; and As Specied).
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Thus effective project management development increases the capability of an
organization in two ways: by changing the culture to goal orientated behaviour
where progress can be measured in terms of Actual vs. Planned; and by providing
staff with a basic set of knowledge and tools to undertake the tasks required.”
10 Reasons why Project Management matters
Have you been watching the latest BBC Apprentice show? Each week,
thecandidates ght to be Project Manager in the hope that that it's their time to
shine and impress Lord Sugar and each week as the task evolves, sparks y, bad
decisions are made and the projects generally fail.
Most haven't had any project management training or understand what is
involved in order to keep a project on track. Is this why the programme has never
had a certied and experienced Project manager candidate?
It all adds to more exciting viewing to see it all go wrong!
Project management is one of those things that looks easy until you try it.
The fundamentals of managing a project from start to nish require a team of
individuals with different talents
and skills. Those people are
responsible for planning and
executing the project objectives
and that takes more than just labour
and materials. Each project follows a
Project Life Cycle. A sound project
plan can mean the difference
between success or failure. Each
project follows a Project Life Cycle.
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It's a hard skill to master, but well worth learning. And here's why:
1. Denes a plan and organises chaos – projects are naturally chaotic. The primary
business function of project management is organizing and planning projects to tame
this chaos. A clear path mapped out from start to nish ensures the outcome meets
the goals of your project.
2. Establishes a schedule and plan – Without a schedule, a project has a higher
probability of delays and cost overruns. A sound schedule is key to a successful project.
3. Enforces and encourages teamwork – A project brings people together to share
ideas and provide inspiration. Collaboration is the cornerstone to effective project
planning and management.
4. Maximises resources – Resources, whether nancial or human, are expensive. By
enforcing project management disciplines such as project tracking and risk
management, all resources are used efciently and economically.
5. Manages Integration – Projects don't happen in a vacuum. They need to be
integrated with business processes, systems and organizations.
You can't build a sales system that doesn't integrate with your sales process and sales
organization. It wouldn't add much value. Integration is often key to project value.
Project management identies and manages integration.
6. Controls cost – some projects can cost a signicant amount of money so on budget
performance is essential. Using project management strategies greatly reduces the risk
of budget overruns.
7. Manages change – projects always happen in an environment in which nothing is
constant except change. Managing change is a complex and daunting task. It is not
optional. Project management manages change.
8. Managing quality – Quality is the value of what you produce. Project management
identies, manages and controls quality. This results in a high quality product or
service and a happy client.
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9. Retain and use knowledge – projects generate knowledge or at least they should.
Knowledge represents a signicant asset for most businesses. Left unmanaged
knowledge tends to quickly fade. Project management ensures that knowledge is
captured and managed.
10. Learning from failure – projects do fail. When they do, it is important to learn
from the process. Project management ensures that lessons are learned from project
success and failure

These reasons and many other factors are why companies employ people with
project management skills. If you are looking for a new career in project
management, take a look at our “How to become a project manager” blog. If
you are already working in a project management capacity – take a look at the
qualications we have on offer to help you grow and succeed in your career.

Project Management As A Modern Business Tool
Project management strategies have grown from management practices in
engineering and construction, spread to Information Technology and now all
business segments use project management to improve efciency within their
organisation.
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Project management is recognised by CEOs as an important tool within
organisations.
“An impressive 90 % of respondents surveyed by the Economic Intelligence
Unit in 2009, say project management is either critical (47%) or somewhat
important (43%) to their ability to deliver successful projects and remain
competitive”.
So why is project management so valued by CEOs? Could it be that project
management brings more than just the delivery of a new organisational asset?
To understand this, we need to understand the importance of project
management to an organisation.
How Important Is Project Management?
Research has shown that
organisations are improving their
project delivery programs and this
is reducing the amount of project
failures and over-time and overcost projects. Importantly it must
be recognised that small reductions
in over-time and over-cost projects
can impact on an organisation's ROI (return on investment) from the project
and “opportunity lost by delay”. In effect while still being late/over cost, the
project may have bettered the organisation's effectiveness. Some control over
the project can be seen as better than no control.
Traditionally the notion of the value of project management is called the
“Triple Constraint” – the trio of project controls of Cost, Time and Scope. Much
research has investigated the causes of project failures. In the 1990s our
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understanding of why projects fail was limited to exploring the reasons why
and instead was more about broad groupings of data segments
Benets of taking a project management course ?
There are many great benets of gaining a project management qualication,
including:
• Better job opportunities
• More lucrative salaries
• Global recognition of your skills
• Increased productivity and efciency
• More successful and better delivered projects for your business
What's more, with project management professionals being sought in almost
every industry, becoming certied means opening doors to a career in a
number of different sectors, cities and even countries.
So if you're looking for a career with real recognition and progression
prospects, project management might be for you.
How do I know if a project management course is right for me ?
If you're still not sure, a project management course might be right for you if
any of the following apply:
• You're looking for a career in project management
• You're looking for quick career progression within project management
• You want to become certied
• You want to round off your skills
• You want to make the most of your organisational and leadership skills
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Why study with SkillSertika ?
SkillSertika offer both online and traditional classroom-based courses,
depending on which one works best for you. So whether you want to study
alongside others, or from the comfort of your own home, the choice is yours.
The training is led by experts within their eld, many of whom possess at least
15 years' experience in their profession.
And aside from competitive prices and excellent customer support, we offer,
visual presentations, quizzes and exam simulators to help make your course as
interactive and supportive as possible.
Exam Information :
Duration of Exam

60 Minutes

Type of Questions

MCQ (Multiple Choice Questions)

Type of Exam

Paper Based

Nature of Exam

Closed Book

Total No. of Questions 40
Correct Answer required

26

Passing Percentage

65%

Validity

Lifetime

No Negative Marking in Exam
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